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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1966 Belvedere/Satellite Headlamp Splash Shields (w/clips) -
4Pc

Replacement headlamp splash shields. Manufactured out of
masticated rubber, with mounting hardware included. These
shields mount behind the headlamps to keep debris out of the
engine bay.

RRREMGTX-SLO-0
10

39.98

1966 Hood Adjust Bumpers (1 1/8" OD) - Ea Factory-style replacement hood adjust bumper for 1964-66 A and
B-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the hood adjust
bumper. This bumper features a 1 1/8" outer diameter and
measures 1-3/4" x 5/16". Sold individually.

RRICMD2080 8.38

1966 Hood Adjust Bumpers (1" OD) - Ea Factory-style replacement hood adjust bumper for 1964-66 A and
B-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the hood adjust
bumper. This bumper features a 1" outer diameter and measures
1-3/4" x 5/16". Sold individually.

RRICMD2079 15.10

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1966 Belvedere models.
These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the originals. Sold
as a pair.

RRICMB1748 15.10

1966 Quarter Extension Gaskets - PR Replacement quarter extension gaskets for 1966 Belvedere
models. Replace your deteriorated or missing originals with these
quality pieces. Made ABS plastic type material.

RRREMGTX-GSK-
010

39.98

1966-1967 Hood Side Bumper - Ea Factory-style replacement hood side stop bumper for various
1966-67 Mopar B-Body models. Designed to factory
specifications to correctly replace the hood side stop bumper.
Sold individually.

RRICMB1284 8.38

1966-1967 Hood To Radiator Seal Factory-style replacement hood-to-radiator seal for various
1966-67 Mopar B-Body models. This is the version.
Manufactured to factory specifications in proper materials to
correctly replace the hood to radiator seal.

RRICMB1248 92.38
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1966-1967 Molded Door Seal End Caps - PR Factory-style replacement door seal end caps for various
1966-67 Dodge and Plymouth B-Body 2-door hardtop and
convertible models. This end cap is mounted to the door edge
with screws and caps off the edge of the door weatherstrip.
Designed to factory specifications for a precise fit, each end cap
features a molded-in steel core (when applicable) and is molded
with proper contours to correctly replace the door seal end cap.
Sold as a pair.

RRICMB1273 100.78

1966-1970 Ash Tray Bumper - Ea Factory style replacement ashtray rubber bumper for various
1962-70 Mopar B-Body models. This bumper measures 9/16"
long. Sold individually.

RRICMB1281 10.06

1966-1970 Back-Up Lens Gaskets Replacement back-up lamp lens gaskets for various 1963-73
Dodge and Plymouth models. Made in USA.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMB1772 15.10

1966-1970 Fender to Body Seals Replacement fender to body seals for all Mopar B-Body models.
These pieces are manufactured out of masticated rubber with
stainless mounting hardware included.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRREMCHR-SLO-0
10

39.98

1966-1970 Hood To Cowl Seal Factory-style replacement hood-to-cowl seal for various 1966-70
Mopar B-Body models. This seal helps prevent water and dirt
from entering the engine bay. Manufactured to factory
specifications in proper materials to correctly replace the hood to
cowl seal. Includes clips.

RRICMB1173 33.58

1966-1970 Inner Fender Rubber Splash Shields - PR Replacement inner fender splash shields for all 1966-70 Mopar
B-Body models. These pieces are mounted to the inner fenders,
and are manufactured out of masticated rubber with stainless
mounting hardware included.

RRREMCHR-SLO-0
15

39.98

1966-1970 Roadrunner/GTX Vent Box To Cowl Seal Excellent quality reproduction manufactured to duplicate the
original in both fit and appearance.

RRREMGTX-SLO-0
15

27.18

1966-1972 Fender Mounted Indicator Gaskets (2 Holes) - PR Replace dried out or missing hood or fender mounted turn signal
indicator gaskets with these quality reproduction pieces

RRICMF1709 16.78

1966-1974 Body & Trunk Plugs Body and trunk plugs in various sizes for 1960-76 Mopar models.
Seal your replacement or original floor pans from road debris and
water. Manufactured of rubber for original appearance, fit and
functionRubber trunk plug for 1970-74 B-Body and E-Body
models floor plug is 2-1/8" OD and fits a 1-3/4" hole (ICMD2115).
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD2113 5.02

1966-1974 Door Bumper - Ea Factory-style replacement door rubber bumpers for various
1962-76 Mopar A, B and E-Body vehicles. Various measuring
from 5/8" long, 3/4" high and 1/4" wide. Sold individually.NOTE:
See image for styles.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD2067 5.02
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1966-1974 Firewall Washer Grommet Factory style replacement firewall grommet for all models
equipped with a foot pump washer pump. Replace your damaged
or missing grommet with a brand new one.

RRICMD2163 11.74

1966-1974 Hood Adjust Bumpers (1 1/4" OD) - Ea Factory-style replacement hood adjust bumper for 1962-78 A, B
and E-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the hood adjust
bumper. This bumper features a 1-1/4" outer diameter and is 1/2"
thick. The overall length including the bolt is 1-3/4". Sold
individually.

RRICMD2078 13.42

1966-1974 Hood Adjust Bumpers (1 3/16" OD) - Ea Factory-style replacement hood adjust bumper for 1962-78 A, B
and E-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the hood adjust
bumper. This bumper features a 1-3/16" outer diameter and is
1/2" thick. The overall length including the bolt is 1-3/4". Sold
individually.

RRICMD2077 8.38

1966-1974 License Plate Bumper - Ea Factory-style replacement license plate rubber bumper for all
1960-74 Mopar A, B and E-Body models.  Sold
individually.NOTE: See image for styles.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD2072 15.10

1966-1974 Mopar Splash Shield Clips Reproduction splash shield clip set for all 1962-74 Mopar models.
These clips were used on various headlamp splash shields, inner
fender splash shields and other splash shields. Manufactured out
of stainless steel.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMB281027 15.10

1966-1974 Tail Lamp Gasket Sets Replacement tail lamp gaskets for various 1965-76 models.
These gaskets are laser cut to original specifications making
them the most correct on the market. Each set contains the
necessary gaskets to repair both tail lamps on one vehicle.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMB184585 45.34

1966-1974 Trunk Bumper (Square Type) - Ea Factory-style replacement trunk bumper for all 1966-74 A, B and
E-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the trunk bumper.
Sold individually.

RRICMD2081 11.74

1966-1974 Wiper Motor To Cowl Gasket This replacement wiper motor to cowl gasket is designed to fit all
1966-76 Mopar A, B, and E-Body models

RRICMD600326 5.02

1967 Belvedere/GTX Headlamp Splash Shields (w/clips) -
4Pc

Replacement headlamp splash shields. Manufactured out of
masticated rubber, with mounting hardware included. These
shields mount behind the headlamps to keep debris out of the
engine bay.

RRREMGTX-SLO-0
80

63.98
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1967 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1965-67 Mopar B-Body
models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the
originals. Sold as a pair.

RRICMB1745 15.10

1967 Quarter Extension Gaskets - PR Replacement quarter extension gaskets for 1967 Belvedere
models. Replace your deteriorated or missing originals with these
quality pieces. Made of original type material.

RRICMB184550 18.46

1967-1974 Heater Box To Cowl Rubber Seal Replacement heater box to cowl rubber seal for various 1967-74
B-Body, and E-Body models. Manufactured to original
specifications out of the correct rubber
material.Applications:1967-70 B-Body w/o air
conditioning.1971-74 B-Body with air conditioning.1970-74
E-Body with air conditioning.

RRICMD7088 28.54

1968 Quarter Extension Gaskets - PR Replacement quarter extension gaskets for 1968 Road
Runner/GTX models. Replace your deteriorated or missing
originals with these quality pieces. Made ABS plastic type
material.

RRREMGTX-GSK-
100

31.98

1968-1969 Hood To Radiator Seal Factory-style replacement hood-to-radiator seal for various
1968-69 Mopar B-Body models. Manufactured to factory
specifications in proper materials to correctly replace the hood to
radiator seal.

RRICMB1249 72.22

1968-1969 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1968-69 Road Runner
models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the
originals. Sold as a pair.

RRICMB1752 15.10

1968-1969 Rubber Headlamp Splash Shields - PR Replacement headlamp splash shields. Manufactured out of
masticated rubber, with mounting hardware included. These
shields mount behind the headlamps to keep debris out of the
engine bay.

RRICMB192055 20.14

1968-1970 Auxilliary A-Arm Inner Fender Splash Seals
(w/Clips ) - PR

Auxilliary A-Arm Inner Fender Splash Seals Pair with Clips.
Reproduction. This picture is just an example not what you will
receive. Custom fit for each model. Correct die cut replacements
for your model.

RRREMGTX-SLO-1
40

31.98

1968-1970 Door Jamb Rubber Seals - PR Factory-style replacement door jamb rubber "U" seals for
1968-70 Dodge and Plymouth B-Body 2-door hardtop models.
This seal mounts on the rear top edge of the door at the edge of
the door glass to prevent moisture from entering the door at the
glass at the door jamb. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber with proper mounting points to correctly
replace the door jamb rubber "U" seals. Sold as a pair.

RRICMB1274 41.98
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1968-1970 Inner Fender to Firewall Seals (w/clips) - PR These factory-style replacement inner front fender to firewall
seals protect the engine bay and front fenders by blocking dirt,
rocks and water from the road from entering the engine bay.
Manufactured in the correct grade rubber to factory
specifications, these new replacements will install, fit and appear
as original.

RRREMGTX-SLO-2
00

47.98

1968-1970 Molded Door Seal End Caps - PR Factory-style replacement door seal end caps for various
1968-70 Dodge and Plymouth B-Body 2-door hardtop and
convertible models. This end cap is mounted to the door edge
with screws and caps off the edge of the door weatherstrip.
Designed to factory specifications for a precise fit, each end cap
features a molded-in steel core (when applicable) and is molded
with proper contours to correctly replace the door seal end cap.
Sold as a pair.

RRICMB1275 50.38

1968-1970 Under Frame Rail Splash Shield (w/Staples) - 1ea Replacement under frame rail splash shield for all Mopar B-Body
models. These pieces are manufactured out of masticated rubber
with stainless mounting hardware included.

RRREMCHR-SLO-0
55

15.98

1968-1970 Wiper Pivot Gasket Set Replacement wiper pivot gaskets for all 1968-70 Mopar B-Body
models. These gaskets are manufactured to the correct original
shape to keep water from leaking into the vehicle.

RRICMB184606 18.46

1968-1971 Hood Side Bumper - Ea Factory-style replacement hood side stop bumper for various
1968-71 Mopar B-Body models. Designed to factory
specifications to correctly replace the hood side stop bumper.
Sold individually.

RRICMB1285 5.02

1968-1972 Trunk Bumper (Round Type) - Ea Factory-style replacement trunk bumper for various 1968-72
B-Body models. Designed to factory specifications and
manufactured in rubber to correctly replace the trunk bumper.
Sold individually.

RRICMB1287 10.06

1968-1974 Hood Side/Trunk Bumper (Style 1) - Ea Factory-style replacement hood side stop and trunk bumper for
various 1968-74 Mopar A, B and E-Body models. Designed to
factory specifications to correctly replace the hood side stop or
trunk bumper. Sold individually.

RRICMD2075 3.34

1968-1974 Hood Side/Trunk Bumper (Style 2) - Ea Factory-style replacement hood side stop and trunk bumper for
various 1962-65 Mopar B-Body models and 1968-74 B and
E-Body models. Designed to factory specifications to correctly
replace the hood side stop or trunk bumper. Sold individually.

RRICMD2074 5.02

1968-1974 License Lamp Lens Gasket Factory-style replacement license lamp lens gaskets for various
1965-74 models. Fits: Road Runner and Satellite Sold
individually.

RRICMB2212 3.34
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1968-1974 Side Marker Lamp Gasket Set Replacement side marker lamp gaskets for various 1968-76 A, B
and E-Body models. These gaskets are laser cut to original
specifications for a proper fit. Each set includes enough pieces
for both sides of vehicle
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD600320 15.10

1969 Air Cleaner Baseplate to Hood Seal (A12) Replacement air cleaner baseplate to hood seal for 1969 Mopar
models which were equipped with a 440ci 6-Pack engine and a
lift-off hood (A12 option package). Replace this seal to freshen
the appearance of your air cleaner area.

RRICMB6001 78.94

1969 Hood Insert Mounting Gaskets - PR Reproduction hood insert mounting gaskets for 1969 GTX and
Road Runner models. For use with hood inserts ICMM1447.

RRICMB1726 31.90

1969 N96 Vent Seal Set (Early 1969) Factory style replacement N96 fresh air hood vent seal set.
These are the seals that mount on each side of the N96 fresh air
hood plenum ductwork. The function of these seals is to allow
water or other contaminants to flow out of the ductwork while at
the same time preventing hot engine compartment air from being
sucked backin. Often times, these are painted over or missing.
These early 1969 style seals are rectangular in shape and will fit
the early style plenum that has 3 large rectangular shaped
openings on each side.

RRICMB335 48.70

1969 N96 Vent Seal Set (Late 1969) Factory style replacement N96 Fresh Air Hood vent seal set for
late-production 1969 B-Body models with N96 package. These
are the seals that mount on each side of the N96 fresh air hood
plenum ductwork. The function of these seals is to allow water or
other contaminants to flow out of the ductwork while at the same
time preventing hot engine compartment air from being sucked
back in. Often times, these are painted over or missing. These
late 1969 style seals are polygonal in shape and will fit the late
style plenum that has 2 square openings on each side.

RRICMB336 48.70

1969 Quarter Extension Gaskets - PR Replacement quarter extension gaskets for 1969 Road
Runner/GTX models. Replace your deteriorated or missing
originals with these quality pieces. Made ABS plastic type
material.

RRREMGTX-GSK-
210

31.98

1969 Roadrunner Tail Lamp Housing Gasket - PR Factory-style replacement tail lamp housing gaskets for 1969
Road Runner models. Die-cut to factory specifications in
original-equipment grade gasket material, replacing deteriorated
or missing original gaskets with this factory-type gaskets will
ensure a proper seal and an authentic appearance. Gaskets are
sold as a pair.

RRREMGTX-TLG-0
45

39.98

1969 Roadrunner Tail Lamp Lens Gasket - PR Factory-style replacement tail lamp lens gaskets for 1969 Road
Runner models. Die-cut to factory specifications in
original-equipment grade gasket material, replacing deteriorated
or missing original gaskets with this factory-type gaskets will
ensure a proper seal and an authentic appearance. These
gaskets are installed between the tail lamp lens and the tail lamp
housing and prevent water, dust and other road hazards from
entering the housing. Gaskets are sold as a pair.

RRREMGTX-TLG-0
40

31.98
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1969-1972 Air Cleaner Airbox to Baseplate Seal (air grabber
hood)

Replacement air cleaner airbox to baseplate seal for use with
1969-72 Mopar models which were equipped with the Air
Grabber. Replace this seal to freshen the appearance of your air
cleaner area.

RRICMN1010 188.14

1970 Hood Mounted Indicator Gaskets - PR Replace dried out or missing hood or fender mounted turn signal
indicator gaskets with these quality reproduction pieces.

RRICMF1712 16.78

1970 Hood To Radiator Seal Factory-style replacement hood-to-radiator seal for various 1970
Mopar B-Body models. Manufactured to factory specifications in
proper materials to correctly replace the hood to radiator seal.

RRICMB1250 62.14

1970 N96 Fresh Air Box Seal Replacement fresh air box to hood seal for 1970 Road Runner
and 1971-72 Charger models equipped with the N96 option. This
piece seals the air grabber box to the underside of the hood.

RRICMB184598 18.46

1970 N96 Fresh Air Door Seal Replacement fresh air door to hood seal for 1970 Road Runner
and 1971-72 Charger models equipped with the N96 option. This
seal attaches to the recess in the hood to protect the paint from
door vibration.

RRICMB184596 18.46

1970 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1970 Road Runner
models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the
originals. Sold as a pair.

RRICMB1753 15.10

1970 Quarter Extension Gaskets - PR Replacement quarter extension gaskets for 1970 Road
Runner/GTX models. Replace your deteriorated or missing
originals with these quality pieces. Made ABS plastic type
material.

RRREMGTX-GSK-
350

31.98

1970 Road Runner Hood Call-Out Gasket Set Replacement hood call-out and indicator gaskets for 1970 Road
Runner models. Laser cut to the correct shape for a proper fit.

RRICMB184595 21.82

1970 Rubber Headlamp Splash Shields - PR Replacement headlamp splash shields. Manufactured out of
masticated rubber, with mounting hardware included. These
shields mount behind the headlamps to keep debris out of the
engine bay.

RRICMB192056 36.94

1970 Superbird Nose Cone Seal Reproduction of the original nose cone seal used on 1970
Superbird models. Measures 3' long, 2 required per vehicle

RRICMB2223 47.02

1970 Trap Door Seals - PR Factory style replacement hood "trap door" seals for 1970 GTX
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and Road Runner models. Manufactured in rubber as original to
factory specifications, these new replacement door seals will
replace the originals exactly. For use with N96 "Fresh Air" or
"Ram Charger" hoods.

1970-1974 Hood Side/Trunk Bumper (Rear/Center Hood) -
Ea

Factory-style replacement hood rear center hood stop or trunk
bumper for all 1968-74 Mopar B and E-Body models. Designed to
factory specifications to correctly replace the hood side stop
bumper. This bumper features a 15/16" outer diameter and
measures 1-1/8" long. Sold individually.

RRICMD2076 15.10

1971 Fender Mounted Indicator Gaskets (Under) - PR Replace dried out or missing hood or fender mounted turn signal
indicator gaskets with these quality reproduction pieces

RRICMF1713 15.10

1971 Fender Mounted Indicator Gaskets - PR Replace dried out or missing hood or fender mounted turn signal
indicator gaskets with these quality reproduction pieces

RRICMF1714 16.78

1971 Roadrunner/GTX Headlamp Dust Shield (w/Clips) - PR 1971 Roadrunner/GTX Headlight Dust Shield 2. Reproduction.
Custom fit for each model. Correct die cut replacements for your
model.

RRREMGTX-SLO-3
15

39.98

1971-1972 Front Bumper Bracket Splash Shields - PR Replacement front bumper bracket splash shields for all 1971-72
Plymouth B-Body models. Manufactured out of masticated rubber
with mounting hardware included.

RRICMB184603 21.82

1971-1972 Hood To Radiator Seal Factory-style replacement hood-to-radiator seal for various
1971-72 Mopar B-Body models. Manufactured to factory
specifications in proper materials to correctly replace the hood to
radiator seal.

RRICMB1251 89.02

1971-1972 Inner Fender Rubber Splash Shields - PR Replacement inner fender splash shields for all 1971-72 Mopar
B-Body models. These pieces are mounted to the inner fenders,
and are manufactured out of masticated rubber with stainless
mounting hardware included.

RRREMCHR-SLO-1
25

47.98

1971-1972 N96 Fresh Air Box Seal Replacement fresh air box to hood seal for 1971-72 Road Runner
models equipped with the N96 option. This piece seals the air
grabber box to the underside of the hood.

RRICMB184599 15.10

1971-1972 N96 Fresh Air Door Seal Replacement fresh air door to hood seal for 1971-72 Road
Runner models equipped with the N96 option. This seal attaches
to the recess in the hood to protect the paint from door vibration.

RRICMB184597 18.46

1971-1972 Park Lamp Lens Gaskets - PR Replacement park lamp lens gaskets for 1971-72 Road Runner
models. These gaskets are manufactured to fit just like the
originals. Sold as a pair.

RRICMB1754 15.10
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1971-1972 Roadrunner/GTX Headlamp Splash Shields (30
clips) - PR

Replacement headlamp splash shields. Manufactured out of
masticated rubber, with mounting hardware included. These
shields mount behind the headlamps to keep debris out of the
engine bay.

RRREMGTX-SLO-3
10

39.98

1971-1974 Hood To Cowl Seal Factory-style replacement hood-to-cowl seal for various 1971-74
Mopar B-Body models. This seal helps prevent water and dirt
from entering the engine bay. Manufactured to factory
specifications in proper materials to correctly replace the hood to
cowl seal. Includes clips.

RRICMB1174 55.42

1971-1974 Wiper Pivot Gasket Set Replacement wiper pivot gaskets for all 1971-74 Mopar B-Body
and 1970-74 E-Body models. These gaskets are manufactured to
the correct original shape to keep water from leaking into the
vehicle.

RRICMD600325 6.70

1973-1974 Front Fender to Cowl Seal (w/Clips) - PR Replacement fender to cowl seals for all 1973-74 Mopar B-Body
models. These pieces are manufactured out of masticated rubber
with stainless mounting hardware included.

RRREMCHR-SLO-2
25

47.98

1973-1974 Hood To Radiator Seal Factory-style replacement hood-to-radiator seal for various
1973-74 Mopar B-Body models. Manufactured to factory
specifications in proper materials to correctly replace the hood to
radiator seal.

RRICMB1252 75.58

1973-1974 Inner Fender Rubber Splash Shields - PR Replacement inner fender splash shields for all 1973-74 Mopar
B-Body models. These pieces are mounted to the inner fenders,
and are manufactured out of masticated rubber with stainless
mounting hardware included.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRREMCHR-SLO-2
30

39.98

1974 A-Arm Inner Fender Splash Seals - PR A-Arm Inner Fender Splash Seals Pair. Does not come with clips.
This picture is just an example not exactly what you will receive.
Reproduction. Custom fit for each model. Correct die cut
replacements for your model.

RRREMCHR-ASL-0
05

33.91

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Road Runner/GTX parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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